
Highlands Sports Car Club Annual Tech Inspection Request 

In order to receive an Annual Tech Sticker (ATS), your vehicle must be presented to a Tech Inspector at a time 

convenient to them.  Tech Inspectors will be checking the standard requirements for our regular tech inspection, 

but may be more diligent and stricter.  Tech Inspectors will also verify that your vehicle has been classed 

accordingly. 

Please note that any major repair or any modification to the vehicle will require a supplemental check as well.  It is 

also your responsibility that the vehicle is properly maintained and it meets all safety requirements while attending 

a HSCC event.  An ATS is a privilege and may be revoked by the Board or Tech Inspectors for failing to have 

your vehicle re-inspected, if needed, or maintaining the vehicle to proper safety standards.  Roaming inspections 

may happen at anytime. 

To assist Tech Inspectors, please provide the following information: 

Name: Car Number: Class: Date: 

Vehicle Year: Vehicle Make: Vehicle Model: Color: 

List All Modifications 

Below: 

I, _______________________________ agree that the information I have provided is true to the best of my 

knowledge.  I also agree that it is my responsibility to maintain my vehicle to a standard that meets the safety 

requirements of the tech inspectors.  My annual tech will expire at the end of the year it was issued.  I state that 

I have been a member in good standing with HSCC for a minimum of 1 year. 

Signature of Member Applicant _______________________________ Date _______________________ 

This area for Tech Inspectors Use Only. 

Pass Fail 

All studs and lug nuts present and wheel is tight 

Battery secure. 

No major fluid leaks. 

All electrical/control wires secured. 

Tracking of vehicle is acceptable. 

Brake pedal is firm. 

Vehicle has number and class that are highly visible on both sides of the car. 

No other items that may affect the safety of the vehicle to the driver or 

spectators are visible. 

The vehicle presented to me, to the best of my knowledge, appears to be in safe condition for our events. 

Tech Inspector   ___________________________ Date ________________ 


